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BLUE AND GOLD MEET
MATRICULATION
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
EXERCISES
HELD
MEETS
CONNECTICUT AGG-IES
AT STORRS TOMORROW
Bishop of London
Gets Views on Politics
JUNIOR 'VARSITY PREUMINARY
Makes Address
The first meeting of the Politicai
WITH AGGIE FRESHMEN.

.Science Club was held on Friday
evening, October 8, at the home of
Professor Edward S. Humphrey on
Townley Street. Three views of the
political game were presented to
members of the ·club.
Professor
Humphrey told of his experiences this
summer while teaching in Alabama.
He pointed out the apparent lack of
knowledge, concerning the political
situations of the world, that exists
among college students. Professor
Semmes, assistant in the history department, spoke of "Politics ~s a
Science."
He described the Page
School of Political Science at Johns
Hopkins. He said that the aim of
this school was to study the causes of
war in the same manner a physician
would attempt to diagnose an ailment,
and to combat these causes as medical
men combat disease germs.
John · R. Reitemeyer, Trinity, '21,
and City Editor of "The Courant",
then spoke to the club on practical
politics. He advised them to have
nothing to do with politics and to
realize that their entering politics
would have no influence on raising the
general tone of the game.
At the conclusion of the speaking,
the club elected Frederick Eberle,
pres'ident; and John Fitzgerald, secretary; for the coming year. Mrs.
Humphrey, Mrs. C. T. Beach, and
Mrs. J. R. Reitemeyer were hostesses
at the reception which followed the
meeting.
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MEARS' SCHOLARSHIP
. AWARDED

TRINITY WINS A 26 TO 0
VICTORY OVER
NEW YORK AGGIES

Result of Examination
Announced

Blue and Gold Scores in Every
Quarter

Joseph Lovering, class of 1930, of
St. Helena, Calif., has been awarded
the Mears' Scholarship by vote of the
faculty of Trinity College.
The
scholarship has an annual cash value
of $450 and is awarded for four years
on the basis of a competitive examination covering the applicant's character
and possibilities as well as scholastic
attainments.

Matriculation exercises were held
on the morning of 'W ednesday, October 20, in the Chapel. These exercises
The third game of the season for
are usually held on All Saints' Day
the Blue and Gold took the form of
but took place last Wednesday in ora decisive 26 to 0 victory over the
der that the Bishop of London could
New York Agricultural College. Remake the Matricul·a tion Address.
peated gains around end and through
The faculty entered in academic
the line, along with successful forprocession and was followed by Dr.
ward passing, enabled the Trinity
Ogilby, Bisho·p Brews'ter and Bishop
' eleven to score four touchdovrns. The
lng1·am, in order named. Many of
presence of this scoring power, which
the .clergy of the city, trustees, and
i
has hitherto been lacking, made it
invited guests were present.
The
•evident that the Blue and Gold warChapel was filled to
overflowing,
lriors have completely overcome what
many students having to sit on the
appeared to be their most serious
steps and on the floor.
,
handicap
in the previous games.
,Bishop Ingram talked of "The
Trinity's
goal
was never endangered
Sword of Goliath" as syim.lbolizing
·throughout
entire
game.
Christianity and gave many examples,
which he said were only a few of the
First Quarter.
vast number that he knew of which
The Aggies, winning the toss, chose
go to prove that the whole world
to receive and Eberle kicked off for
needs, and is calling for .Christianity,
Trinity. The ball was carried back
He said that he was absolutely cononly a few yards, being in New York's
vinced that only through Christianity
possession on their own 30-yard line:
could the world be saved.
Bishop
After unsuccessful attempts to pierce
Ingram said that of the many powers
the Trinity line and finally being
of the ":; ·,,.rord .'' he only wanted to
thrown for a loss the visitors were
talk here of one of them, its power
forced to kick, Mastronarde receiving
as an instrument for Freedom. He
the punt and running back for a good
pointed out the many fears which
gain. The ball now in Trinity's poscould be cut a'Wiay with the "•Sword,"
session for the first time, every atand of the great comf.ort which would
tempt to gain ground proved successthen come to him who had used that
ful. Uhlig, Mastronarde and Brown
JOSEPH LOV:ERING.
power.
lBishop Ingram closed his
all featured in long runs. Two firstspeech by giving a motto which he
downs in succession soon brought the
Lovering
is
the
son
of
Mrs.
P.
A.
said he had given to thousands of
Trinitarians close to the Aggie goal
Lovering,
of
St.
Helena,
Calif.,
and
other people and which he hoped
line. Then a criss-cross play from
is
entered
in
the
,Pre-medical
group
would be an inspiration and aid to us.
Brown to Mastronarde sent Nick
at
Trinity.
He
was
graduated
from
Ad'ter the Bishop's address the
over for a touchdo-wn. O'Brien missed
the
St.
Helena
Union
High
School,
JOINT
SMOKER
TO
BE
HELD.
Choir s·a ng and then the Matriculation
where he was active in football and the try for an extra point.
·oath was administered to the new
Eberle again kicked off to the
dramatics. His father, Phillips A.
Two
Alumni
Groups
to
Meet.
students by Professor Frank C. BabAggies and the Trinitarians were
Lovering,
was
an
officer
in
the
medibitt, Secretary of the Faculty, and
The second Annual Joint Trinity~ cal crops of the United States Navy. greeted with a much stronger offense
then the service ended.
than had previously been shown. Two
Bishop Ingram devoted the whole Wesleyan Smoker is to be held on
It is more difficult today to secure
complete forward passes and short
October
27,
at
the
Hotel
Wednesday,
qualified teachers of German, and a morning talking to students who
line gains allowed their opponents to
Bond. The speakers will be: Dr. i
reading knowledge of German is wished to speak to him.
make two first downs. Here, at the
Ogilby; President James L. McConmore important to a cultural educaonly point in the game when an
tion than any other modern lan~age,
aughy, of Wesleyan; Dean Frank W.
Aggie touchdown seemed at all posNicholson, of Wesleyan; Frederick J. ·
Professor John A. Spaulding, head
sible, the Trinity line strengthened
FRESHMAN MEETING.
Corbett, Trinity, 1907; and the manaof the department of Germanic lanand again forced a punt. The first
gers, captains, and senior members,
guages at Trinity College, said tonight
quarter ended at this point.
Monday President Ogilby addressed cf the two teams.
in a radio discussion with Professor
the Freshman class. He explained the
Arthur P. R. Wadlund of the physics
There will be the usual entertainSecond Quarter.
new system of examinations this year
department over WTI,C.
ment and the Trinity College Quartet,
The
necessity
of
a
band
for
the
The
second
quarter started with
and spoke of the advantage over the
Nearly twice as many undergraduthe Wesleyan Orchestra, and a group coming football classic of October 30 short gains by Trinity and then
old system.
ates are asking for German in the colof Trinity and Wesleyan men, will is obvious. Student .support of this Eberle was called on to punt. JackHe then spoke about the Freshman
leges today than in 1919, Professor
provide music. The committee in project is essential to its success. Due son, Trinity end, downed the Aggie
Spaulding ex.plained, and the elimina- game with St. Paul's. He spoke of charge of the Smoker hopes for a to the brevity of the time before the man, receiving the punt, in his tracks.
the good feeling which existed betion of that language from school curla1·ge attendance.
game, absolute cooperation is neces- Jackson, however, in making the '\
ricula during the war has caused a tw.een the col!ege and the school and
sary with cheerleader William J. Pitt, tackle broke his arm and had to be
dearth of qualified instructors. Study sa~d that th1s football game could
Jr., who has been appointed by Robert taken from the game. Gibson was
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF
of the language is coming hack slowly ; brmg the ties closer if the team
Y. Condit, President of the College substituted for him. New York made
ALUMNI MEET.
in the high schools, he WE:nt on, be- flayed and acted on and off the field
Body, to engage a band.
a number of attempts to gain but
cause of the influence of public opin- lke good sp_orts.
An attempt is being made by the being unsuccessful were again forceg
Make
Plans
for
Smoker.
ion still affected , by war hysteria,
The meetmg was then turned over
cheerleader to obtain a Student Band to kick. Trinity receiving this punt
which makes the task of the college ' to Owen and ?e called for reports
The Executive Committee of the as we go to press. It is feared, how- started their second march to the goaJ
German instru,ctor largely one of ele-: from the c~mm1ttees. The entertainAlumni Association met in Hartford ever, that a band worthy of the line. Gains by Mastronarde around
mentary instruction.
However, so ' ~ent :omm1tte~ has decided to build a
in the early part of the month. Plans Trinity-Wesleyan game cannot be end, Uhlig through the line and passes
few college students take advanced : bl~ flre the mght before the game
were made for the Joint Smoker and secured in such a . way and so the from Whitaker to Brown netted two
work in the language;; . that very few : Wlth Wesleyan.. Several suggestions
it was decided to meet again on the• cheerleader has appointed the follow- first downs. Mastronarde then got
are qualified to teach even the ele- as to entertamment between the
day of the Wesleyan game.
ing men to collect a fifty-cent assess- 'loose for fifteen yards around end
mentary courses, he said, •a nd the halves were ~ade but nothing definite
ment from the students:
and Brown took the ball over the
corps of German teachers WQrking j has been declded.
WE L
Delta Psi, William Ellis.
·line for the · second touchdown. Th~
in 1914, forced to seek another means
~he ba~d corn_mi.ttee can take no
S EYAN HOST TO FACULTY. Alpha Delta Phi, Henry Moses.
try for extra point was missed again.
of livelihood during the war, have en- ' act10n unt1l perm1ss1on has been given
Delta Kappa Epsilon, Henry Uhlig.
The Aggie team now kicked off for
tered business where they have found by the Senate.
Professors Entertained,
Psi Upsilon, Richard O'Brien.
the first time in the game. Trinity
more lucrative , positions than they
·
Alpha Chi Rho, Andrew Forrester.
took the ball and the end of the half
had as. tea~hers.
,.
, ,
t . d16,
. the
h Trinity. Delta Phi, Charles Solms.
saw them making steady gains.
f OnItSaturday, tOctobf!l'
A reading knowledge of German is
acu y was en. er ame m t e after-' Sigma Nu, George Glass.
JACKSON, 'VARSITY END,
.Second Half.
more important in a cultural educanoon and evemng by the faculty ofl Alpha Tau Kappa, Thomas Daly.
BREAKS ARM.
tion that that of any other modern
In the afternoon therei Neutral Body William Orr John Fitz-' Trinity received again in the second
Wesleyan.
language, Pro-fessor •S paulding s·aid,
gerald, Philip Golde~thal, Max half. Many end runs and line bucks
The T:rinity 'Varsity experienced a were tennis matches, in which th~
because only a small fraction of Ger- serious loss in the game with the ~ esleyan men ex:elled. In .the eve-,
Haverback, Burton . Lee, Martin carried the ball to the Aggie twentyman thought has .b een translated New ' York Aggies Saturday when ~mg there was a dmner at which many,
five-yard line. The New Yorkers
Mostyn.
most of this l"ather poorly, and trans~ "Chilli" J ac~son, veteran right end mf?rmal speeches were made.
Dr.: It is very necessary that the stu- then stiffened and held the Blue and.
lations never carry that knowledge of J.ast year's team, suffered a broken Ogllby spoke and on the behalf of our d~nts back up the vote which they so Gold for three downs. Then a long
of a people's life and inner b~ing arm in the early part of the second faculty. than~ed. the Wesleyan men· heartily gave in favor of this proposi- pass from Whitaker to Gibson brought
which is essential to full understand- quwrter of the game when he tackled for the1r hosp1tahty.
tion at the last College Body meeting. the third touchdown to the home
ing of their philosphy.
an Aggie player Wlho had received a
It has been the custom for manyl The cheerleader and the committee team. O'Brien made the extra point
Such German writers as are known Trinity punt. A•l though the break is years for one of the colleges to act ag, will greatly appreciate the prompt from a placement kick.
in America today have had false em- ~o.t very s~rious it will probably keep host to the fac~lty of the other, and payment of the assessment because
Again, in the last quarter, Trinity
phasis placed on their content, such as "Chilli" out of the line-up for the rest last spring the Wesleyan men were: their credit and the credit of all the put the ball over for the fourth and
(Continued on page 4, column 5.)
of the season.
guests here.
undergraduates is involved.
(Cop.tinued on page 4, column 2.) :

Tomorrow will see the resumption
of gridiron relations between the Connecticut Aggies and Trinity after a
lapse of one year. lBoth teams are
hard at work in preparation for · the
game which will take place at Storrs.
The outcome of this contest is a much
disputed question, both teams having
had a number of recent injuries. The
Blue and Gold will •b e handicapped iby
the loss of Jackson, end, who is suffering from a broken arm received in
last Saturday's game, Even, guard,
who has opened up an old wound
from last year, and probably Mastronarde, ba~k, 'hElCause of a shoulder injnry.
Last week the Aggies were defeated by the University of Maine
while Trinity had a rather striking
victory · over the New York Aggies.
This was the first defeat of the yea:r
for the Aggies. The Blue and Gold
have lost one game and won two.
The Trinity line-up will probably
be strengthened ·b y the return of Condit in the line and Burr in the backfield.
As a preliminary to the 'Varsity
contest the •Connecticut Aggie Freshmen will meet the Trinity Junior
'Varsity. This will be the first game
for the Trinity Juniocs. The AggiE:
Freshmen, how·e ver, started their
season last week when they decisively
defeated the Massachusetts Aggie
two-year school.
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must back up our vote by supporting
the committee who is handling the
money and show again our willingness to do all that we can for our
C0 11
Th h 1 d
·
k'
ege.
e C eer ea er IS wor mg
hard with plans for his part of the
work for the Wesleyan game and we
must back him up to the limit and
support his program.

SUNDAY CHAPEL.
It is good to see that so many of

TMtVIT

--

Trinity College has indeed been
There have been four weeks of
college and the Senior Class has not fortunate to have Bishop Ingram as
yet held its elections so that no class a guest. We have entertained one of
the most distinguished men of our
except the Freshman has chosen its times and have had the opportunity
officers for the present t erm. It is to talk confidentially to him. Very
certainly time for the Seniors to few men of Bishop Ingram's posirealize that they should have a class tion could have gained the confidence
meeting. The Junior and Sophomore and love of awe-stricken college students in the way that he did. His
classes, at least, have important work personality and rare charm have left
to do. The Juniors must niake plans an impression on the minds of those
for a Prom and an "Ivy", and the who met him, which time will never
Sophomores have to choose a chair- efface. He, a Prince of the Church,
man for their Hop, which will be in came into our community and by his
December. If we are to respect trad1- simplicity and kindness endeared himtion, it must be worthy of respect self to us all. He has left, carrying
It is a tradition at Trinity that no with him the good wishes and sincere
class elections can be held until the admiration of us all.
class immediately higher has held
theirs. We do not advocate a deparCOLLEGE EDUCATION.
ture from that custom, but we do
think that it is up to the Senior Class
It is well to remember that there
to take some action, and that very are different ways of being educated.
soon.
One may be educated through the
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT.

Business Manager
William McEwan Ellis, 1928
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SENIOR ELECTIONS.
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AN INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL.
For the last two weeks we have
printed an editorial suggesting that
either the Senate or the Medusa
should take up the question of
an Interfraternity Council in order
that the present clusmy fraternity
system which we have here might
be done away with.
The Senate
and Medusa have done nothing.
We expected them to do something
and are very disappointed in the fact
that they have not.
No student who knows anything at
all of the rushing conditions whic"l)
exist here, can truthfully say that he
thinks present conditions are satisfactory. We all know that the situation
should be remedied, but the student
organizations which have been appealed to, serenely · ignore it.
Last year an effort was made to
start an Interfraternity Council, but
nothing came of it because the fra·ternities would not cooperate. Conditions h,ere are very different from
what they were last year and it is to
be hoped that under the guidance of
the Senate or the Medusa, a Council
'will be started this year-a Council
which will have the power to make
binding laws and which will command
the respect of all the student&. If
an organization can be estabiished
which will be respected now and for a
.few years to come, we shall then
have soll).ething which will endure and
stand up firmly \against whatever
selfish assaults may be made upon it.
J.t will acquire a certain tradition
which will be revered by the students
in college and which will make it the
most powerful influence on the campus. It will do much to strengthen
the moral tone of the College and will
be a benefit to everyone in its jurisdiction.
Let the whole student body talk
about a Council, let us discuss the
question carefully, and let us hope
that some constructive action will
soon be taken by the organizations
which have been appealed to, and
which can do so much for Trinity, if
they will.

the students appreciate our Sunday
Chapel Services. Of all the services
during the entire week,. to miss the
Sunday service is . to be most deeply
regretted. There is always something
worth while discussed in the address
which is given either by Dr. Ogilby
or some member of the faculty. It is
the one service of the entire week,
when you can go at a later hour, and
feel that the time both before and
after the service is your own.
Those who attended last Sunday's
service were well rewarded by the
address which Doctor Ogilby gave
He especially emphasized the point
that "civilization should be judged by
its highest ideals." That is something well worth remembering. He
also said that going to church was
not an end in itself but simply a
means to an end.
We hope that more and more will
come to the Chapel services on Sunday. It is well worth the effort.

!
AUTHORITY.
We are in the habit of looking at
anyone or anything which has power
over us in any way, as more or less
of a_n evil which should be cast off
It is supposedly a characteristic of
human nature to feel this way, and
therefore no one can be severely censured for it. But, just the same, , it
is the force of authority which makes
the world move. No matter how much
you feel that authority is to be dispised remember that every living
thing must obey. The president of a
business has powers, but he must
reckon with a board of trustees-so it
is with all positions of authority.
The hard part about authority,
however, is that it must be actively
exercised over him who cannot control himself. The man who cannot
or will not obey the dictates of his
own better nature, who is absolutely
powerless to do the thing which he
knows is proper, has to be put under
one whom he must obey. It is so in
every form of life. It is a law of
nature which cannot be cast aside.

another great Victorian, Thomas
Henry Huxley, I came across a different definition of the same term, which
I am sending to you because I consider it valuable in itself and also
interesting as related to its source. It
is of course not put forward as a substitute for the admirable statement
of Newman, nor as in any way preferable to it, but as showing the
germination of the same general idea
in a mind of an entirely different
order. And it is interesting also as
showing that Huxley, the uncompromising and even bitter enemy of all
dogmatic theology, still put among
the absolute essentials of a liberal
education <<a tender conscience" and
a cultivated "love of beauty."
Without further preface on my
part, here follows Huxley's description of a liberal education:
"That man, I think, has had a
liberal education who has been so
trained in youth that his body is the
ready servant of his will, and does
with ease and pleasure all the work
that, as a mechanism, it is capable
of; whose intellect is a clear, cold,
logic engine, with all its parts of
equal strength and in smooth working order, ready like a steam engine
to be turned to any kind of work,
and spin the gossamers as well as
forge the anchors of the mind; whose
mind is stored with a knowledge of
the great and fundamental truths of
nature and of the laws of her operations; one who, no stunted ascetic, is
full of life and fire, but whose passions are trained to come to heel by a
vigorous will, the servant of a tender
conscience; who has learned to love
all beauty, whether of nature or of
art, to hate all vileness, and to respect
others as himself. Such a one and
no other, I conceive, has had a liberal
education; for he is, as completely
as a man can be, in harmony with
nature. He will make the best of her
and she of him. They will get on
rarely together, she as his ever beneficent mother, he as her mouthpiece,
her conscious self, her minister and
interpreter."
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voluminous use of books, or through
the experiences that come from life
in general, or through both methods.
The education that comes from 'both
in conjunction is to be desired. ·One
great trouble, however, is that one or
the other of the two ways is let slide,
as a rule, while the other is overindulged in.
We do . not wish to disparage study
· h t0
or p 1easure. W e d0, h owever, WlS
emphasize the fact that college education is more than the absorption of
facts from a book or two. That one,
who does nothing but cram and grind
will one day wither up and blow away.
A sad fate, to be sure. Yet such
must be expected by him who sees
nothing but the facts contained between the covers of a book.
It is good that Trinity is small
enough, to allow to each man some
~
part in the active life of the place.
Even if you are hard pressed do
something for the college in an odd
moment now and then. Find a little
time for something beside study. Life
consists in working for everyone,
HENRY CAMPBELL BLACK,'80.
yourself inc~uded. Begin practicing
Washington,
D. C., October 14, 1926.
life here. Such a course will develop
latent possibilities. It will also make
a great impression on your own
pliable mind. That is education in
its broader sense.
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"It Pays to Buy Our Kind"

Dr. Naylor Tells of Visit

It isn't always easy to take a stand
a difficult moral question. Indeed
it is more often a hard task. But it The Assyrian came down like a wolf
is t hrough overcoming hard, diffion the fold,
cult obstacles that the finer things in
life are very often attained. So it is And his cohorts were gleaming with
with moral values. There is lots of
purple and gold.
room for improvement in the moral
Change the word Assyrian to
tone of all colleges. The things that
are really worth while, are after all, American and you will have the idea
not those w'hi·ch are connected in any r.urrent among the French this past
way with doubtful doings.
summer of the friendly' invasion of
Occasionally people do things, which France by our fellow countrymen
they never would think of doing, if .
.
'
the finer part of their nature held the . mdeed, when one reah~es that no
fewer than 500,000 Amer1cans crossed
upper h an d . It may b e on Iy a sma 11 h A
.
Ocean, and that the great
rnatt er. Srna II th'mgs, h owever, h ave t e . tlantlc
.
·t t
f
.
b'
maJOrity of them betook themselves
a b a d h a b1 oo, o growmg 1gger, t F
.
. It
b
o ranee on account of the extremely
as t 1me goes on.
may e a mean f
· k
th
h ff
N
avorable rates of exchange, one can
. .
t riC or some o er sue o ense. o .
tt h
.
ll th
h 1't
t fmd no more f1ttmg word than
rna efr tolw _sma ' t oug ' . may P~ invasion to describe the occurrence
a per ec y mnocen person m a ser1·
ous position. Think about such things
How does it come about that so
and the other fellow's feelings in the many people turned their faces tomatter.
wards the East and spent their sumFirst Floor
The
There is need of taking a firm mer leisure months abroad?
stand on ·moral issues. It is a duty answer is largely due to the recently
of people in institutions of learning introduced tourist third method of
especially. Even if virtue were only ocean travel and the unusually low
its own reward, it would be worth rate of exchange not only in France
while trying to be morally virtuous. but in Italy and some few other
Booksellers and
Doing th.e proper thing has never countries. Tourist-third is to steerage
Stationers
yet hurt anyone, and it is pretty safe like Mark Twain's frying-pan got into 77-79 Asylum Street, Hartford,. Com
society.
A
person
can
cross
the
ocean
to say that it never will.
in fairly comfortable quarters and
make the return journey for $200- The ~ryant & Chapman C
CORRESPONDENCE.
think of it, over 4500 miles with board'
Distributors of Properly
and lodging for $200. And after·
To the Editor of THE TRIPOD:
arrival in France one finds that a ·
Pasteurized -Milk and Crean
I was much interested in reading, in dollar goes further in purchasing'
Hartford, Conn.
the issue of THE TRIPOD for October power than anywhere in the U.S. A.-.
1, the account of Professor Shepard's even for those who speak no -French'
lecture to the freshmen and his quota- at all and consequently cannot bar-'
DIGNAM & WALSH, Proprietors
tion of Cardinal Newman's definition gain. Furnished with five hundred
of a liberal education. It so happened dollars, this past summer, a man POSTERS,PLACARDS·BIG TYPE PRIN-TE
that, about the sa~:pe time, in the' could easily spend six weeks in1
course of a desultory reading of the France and not be forced to stay in Al~o CAlHOUN PRESS- Quality Job Prinf
educational and scientific lectures of
(•Continued on page 4, column 4.)
356 Asylum Street Hartford.
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Intercollegiate News

"Keep away from my football players" is the warning posted to co--eds
Banking-Trusts-Safe Deposit by "Babe" Hollingbery, coach of football at Washington State University.
Transfer Agents
"Football and fussing don't mix," says
Hollingbery. "If you've got to fuss,
turn in your suit and do a 'good job
JOHN 0. ENDERS, Chairman of the Board. of it, but don't expect to make a place
FRANCIS PARSONS, Vice-Ch. of the Board.
on my team if you're playing football
ROBERT B. NEWELL, President.
days and lounge-lizarding evenings.
Too many mJen fall for some pretty
doll early in the season, get the glove
a bit later and then fret around and
A
SHO~
aren't worth a whoop the rest of the
yea:r. Forget 'em until we've licked
these Coast teams."

COR. OF MAIN AND PEARL STS.

REAL BOOK

Edwin Valentine Mitchell

**

BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER AND
Football and baseball, said Dr. H.
PRINT lJ~ALER
G. Rowell, of Columbia University, are
ideal for college spirit and for college publicity, but if the coll:ege has
the health oi the student body as an
27 Lewis Street, Hartford.
aim, tennis, golf and dancing are the
best. He claims that football and
baseball are too specialized, being
limited to a small group who can excel
in the sport, while tennis and golf can
be indulged in by almost anyone and
can be continued after graduation.
Exclusiv~

THEW. G. SIMMONS CORP.
Agents for
STETSON and "J. & M."
SHOES FOR MEN

48 to 58 Pratt St., Hartford.

"Say It With Flowers"
AND LET A COLLEGE MAN
GIVE YOUR ORDERS
HIS PERSONAL ATTENTION.
HE KNOWS.

:f\enn ';tb:~i£la ckaj)
HOTEL BOND.
TelephQne 5-3050.

HENRY ANTZ
BARBER SHOP
10 CHAIRS.

H. FITCHNER
G. CODRARO
Proprietors

27 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn.
Branch Shop:

2 Grove St., Old Times' Bldg.

OH BOYS!
Don't f.o rget to call on

The Professional Building
Barber Shop.
S9 High Street,

Hartford, Conn.

THE COLLEGE STORE
THE PLACE OF ACCOMMODATION
M. W. SCHER, Prop.
44 Vernon Street,
Hartford, Conn.

PRINTING
OF THE BETTER CLASS
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS

MOVED TO
172 PEARL STREET
Publication Work a Specialty
MONOTYPE COMPOSITION
LINOTYPE COMPOSITION
Printers of "The Tripotl"

ALUMNI NOTES.
in college. Instead of striving conHon. Charles W. Bowman, Trinity,
tinually to learn as much as possible
the attitude is that if one can fool a '87, of Brownsville, Pa., of which city
professor and get away with it he is he was formerly mayor, will spend
very clever and the oftener he does it several months this winter in the
the more clPver he is. College work is Sandwich Islands, where his eldest
rarely allowed to interfere with out- son is in business.
side interests and pleasures, every* *
Rev. Henry B. Remsen, Trinity,
thing that comes along is much more
important than are lessons and it is '98, is living at Comfort, Texas, where
necessary that they be sacrificed to he operates a farm and pursues his
everything else.
parochial work. * *
Students in foreign univer sities are
Samuel W. Cook, Trinity, '01, is
continually striving for the attain- living at Neiceville, Valparaiso, Fla.
ment of culture and of all sorts of
**
self-improvement. The only sort of
The Rev. Aubrey H. Derby, Trinity,
self-improvement that we seem to '01, has removed from Leonia, N. J.,
desire is physical. So far as mental to Hamburg, N. J.
improvement is concerned we are
**
extremely indifferent. A student at
Walter A. Mitchell, Trinity, '01,
college ought to do everything in his should be addressed at Mukden, China.
power to improve his tastes and to
•*
acquire culture, that is the purpose
The Rev. Francis R. Sturtevant,
of college education. Most college
students do not seem to have that Trinity, '01, has removed from Taun·
·
t 11 If
h · d ton, Mass., to 313 Forest Road, Roland
en d m v1ew a a .
anyone s ou 1 p k B It·
mention such an idea he would, in . ar ' a Imore.
all probability, he scorned for his
-------opinion. It isn't the fashion t6 be
serious about anything. We are only important than the college. The frayoung and we mustn't take things too ternities should never have been
seriously. We shouldn't concern our- allowed to become paramount, by
selves with anything so intangible either the students or the colleges.
and unappreciated as clllture, for that The best that one has, very often is
would mark us as "high-brows" and given to one's fraternity and the
there is nothing more shameful than college is given only what is left. In
that. Anyone who shows any outward these times when the sort of material
appreciation of art, literature, drama, which the older fraternities desire is
and music is an outcast. He is known becoming scarcer and scarcer many
in college parlance as being "wet." jealousies and· hatreds are started beIt is unusual for a student to take ·tween different
·
fraternites, because,
advantage of any of the cultural fighting to maintain their traditions
opportunities which present them- they become desperate rivals and this
selves to him. A person who does is oi course harms the college because it
definitely not wanted today by the makes division and prevents all costudents of our colleges. We do not operation. To give a concrete example,
for the most part have to make any
personal sacrifices to enable us to
(Continued on page 4, column 3.)
stay at college and we do not try,
herefore, to cram every bit that will SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE
UNION EVERY FRIDAY
aid us into our careers at college.
We do what we are required to do,
PRESS~
elect the "pipe" courses, go to an outside lecture if we are made to, and Tailors, Clothiers, Haberdashers
that ends it. A very worthy life to be Middletown:
H artford Office:
sure. At least it is worthy of most 205 Main Street
Bond Hotel
ofus.
------------------------------Another criticism of the undergraduates of today is their constant
striving for uniformity and con- will create for you a $5 00 Fund
formity. There must be no differ- to be us e d in d e fraying hospital
ences, noticeable ones I mean, in the and operation expenses in event
thoughts, clothes, and habits of the of accident or illness . For full
students at college. If it is the style particulars, write to
on the campus to wear lumber-jack
shirts, we must all wear them because
it wouldn't do to differ from the rest. 125 Tru_nbull St., Hartford, Ct.
Phone 2-7148.
If bell-bottomed trousers are being
worn, nearly everyone wears them. If
campus opinion says that a certain
professor is no good and if he is
generally disliked, opinions contrary •:•~.,..~~~..-.c.-.c~,._...._c,~c._c..-.c>•:•
to the general thought are not welI
come. If a good many fellows get
tight, then woe to the weakling who
doesn't. We call ourselves democratic, yet . no absolute monarchy
would dream of attempting to attain
such absolute conformity among its
subjects as is attained by this democracy of the American campus. It
"W=ting nothing b•yond
doesn't do to ask many questions iyt
what his college had to give, he j
reveled in the possession of
classes or to try to answer many of
leisure and liberty, in the almost
them because as soon as that is done it
complete command of his own
immediately shows .that the person
time, in the power of passing
who does it is trying to get on the
at choice from the most perfect
right side of the professor, who oftef\
solitude to the most agreeable ~
company. He keenly apprecihas to carry on the whole lesson himated a society which cherishes
self, because people are afraid to exall that is genuine, and is only
press their opinions for fear of being
too outspoken in its abhorrence
of pretension and display: a
censured. Original and independent
society in which a man lives
thinking is never encouraged because
those whom he likes and
it might upset some of the beloved · with
with those only; choosing his
bogies of the campus and it might
comrades for their own sake,
force the students to get out of their
and so indifferent to the external distinctions of wealth and old ruts. Opinion seems to be that it
position that no one who has
would be fine · to get out of the ruts
entered fully into the spirit · of
but that the process would be very
college life can ever unlearn its ~~
uncomfortable. No indeed, we must
priceless lesson of manliness
and simplicity.
never do anything of that sort. Long
"Of all his places of sojourn
live tradition, whether good or bad.
during his joyous and shining
pilgrimage through the · world,
Concerning the question of fraterTrinity, and Trinity alone, had
nities when the matter is judged from
any share with his home in
the standpoint of whether or not they
Macaulay's affection and loyare good for the colleges, I really
alty. To the last he regarded it
think that the answer must be no,
as an ancient Greek or a mediaeval Italian felt toward his
because of the jealousies and rivalries
native city. As long as he had ~
which they create and perpetuate.
place and standing there, he
They draw away the allegiance theonever left it willingly· or reretically due to the colleges, there are I turned to it without delight." -,-Life of Macaulay: Trevelan. i
few members of fraternities who do
not consider their fraternity more .()~l~tl.-< ~1-cl~ ~~~,~·:

LITERARY OONliRIBUTIONS regarded merely as a means of staying
SOME CRITICISMS OF COLLEGE
STUDENTS AND OF COLLEGES.
Today we read in our magazines
and newspapers frequent articles
which profess to tell us what is wrong
with the American colleges of the
present time. The general thought
of these criticisms is that the trouble
with our colleges lies in the fact that
our educational system is wrong and
that when compared with the English
system it is foolish and tl"ivial. The
writers seem to think that our colleges
and universities do not teach the right

subjects and that our whole college
system is at fault.
The men who write such articles
are of course men who have had
great experience and who have studied
the subject of college education
thoroughly, but it seems to me that
they are forgetting a point of prime
importance when they pass over the
responsibility of the students as most
of them do. It seems to me that the
fault of our colleges is not that om
educational system is wrong but that
**
Reports say that Yale and Prince- the material with · which it is forced
ton have agreed that no advance in- to deal is of a very inferior grade.
I think that the whole cause of our
formation about the strength, weaktroubles here in this country is that
ness, or plays of opposing teams will
the students who attend our colleges,
be used in practice sessions.
supposedly for the purpose of acquiring an education, are not the equals
**
We find this on the editorial page of the students of fifty or even
of the Worcester "Tech News": twenty-five years ago in quality or
"Trinity had a well-proportioned ban- in sincerity of purpose. Twenty-five
ner on the flag pole on their side of years ago those who attended colleges
Alumni Field Saturday-one whose attended them for the avowed desire
size and proportions we should try to to learn whatever they could and to
emulate on our own flag pole soon- derive all possible advantages from
but their rooters' delegation was small. their contacts with their professors.
We hope against hope that we shall In those days it was a mark of disnot have to emulate their paucity iJ1 tinction to be pointed out as a college
numbers at the R. P. I. game in Troy graduate. Students, then, came only
from the higher levels of society while
this week."
today the colleges are open to all.
**
The only requirement now is that the
A unique course for the benefit of prospective students' marks be high
freshmen dropped from the university enough to satisfy the entrance refor failure to attain passing grades quirements. This is a fact which I
has been recently added to the curric- believe is forgotten when we compare
ulum at Rutgers. It was designed our universities with those of Oxford
by President Thomas in an effort to and Cambridge. Those universities
reduce the number of failures in col- are still, for the most part, reserved
lege. Full professors and department for the cream of the youth of Great
heads have charge of the courses Britain. Anyone who calls our college
which meet daily instead of three students the cream of youth of
times a week.
The work centers America is grossly slandering those
about such subjects of practical value of our age who are not in college.
as American economic history. On In England tradition still holds a
passing this course the student will mighty sway. Those who have a fine
be given a chance to re-enter college ancestry revere it and so do those
who are not so fortunate as to have
in a regular course.
one. Here in America the person who
**
is proud of his family is despised and
When Furman University defeated called "snobbish" or "high-hat" to use
Geor·g ia last Saturday it meant that that term which one hears so often
a certain Furman fan must walk home but whose definition apparently is
from Athens, Ga., to Greenfield, S. C., unknown.
in accordance with a wager he made.
College education because of its
The happy rooter left Athens Sunday great popularity and because it has
morning and is expected to reach become so common is no longer reverGreenville Wednesday.
enced as it once was. The students
who really avail themselves of their
**
During the first week of the new opportunities are few and far between.
Many are attending our colleges who
system of voluntary chapel at Yale
more than two hundred students at- could not have done so fifty years ago
and who then wouldn't have even
tended daily. In a recent editorial the
hoped to do such a thing. Many
"Yale News" states that "the attend- ·
students go to college simply because
ance may vary in either direction, but it is supposed to be the thing to do.
the assurance of undergraduate in- E.J.reryone, no matter whether he is
terest is so evident that no one can fitted f.or it or not, must have a colbe anything if not pleased with the lege education. Trades have become
change and confident of its wisdom unpopular and now many who would
and expediency."
normally have gone into one of them
**
come to college and become candidates
The Connecticut Alumni Association for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or
of Connecticut Agricultural College perhaps because the Latin requirehas contracted with the Pathe News ment is a trifle hard, they try to get
Reel Company for a series of pictures a degree of Bachelor of Science.
Students at colleges are very likely
to be shown throughout the state for
the purpose of advertising. The rope to r~ard it as an almost unbearable
pull, college dining hall, football team, hardship that they must go to classes.
and other interesting features of the How inconsiderate it is for the faculty
college will be shown on the screen. to expect them to be at each class.
three times a week. One would think
**
that after a student had paid his colThe report that Harvard contem- lege bill he would be allowed to do explated entering an Eastern football actly as he pleased. Many lose sight of
conference with Yale, Princeton, Cor- the fact that ostensibly at least, they
nell, Dartmouth, and Brown is entire- ar e at college for the purpose of acly ungrounded according to a state- quiring learning ·and knowiedge. Exment issued by William J. Bingham, cept in a· few cases there is no grea~
director of athletics at Harvard.
desire shown for learning. Marks are
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TRINITY BEATS N. Y. AGGIES.
(Continued from page 1, column 5. )

"QUALITY UNEXCELLED"

PLIMPTON'S
"GIIT SHOP"

last touchdown. After a number of
steady gains Taute broke loose for
fifteen yards around right end and
scored. O'Brien again made the extra
point from a placement kick. The
game ended with the ball on the
Aggie 20-yard line and Burr about
to drop-kick.
Mastronarde was the outstanding
player in the Trinity backfield until
he was forced from the game with an
injured shoulder.
Brown deserves
credit for his work as defensive fullback. Hallstrom, O'Brien and Eberle
played well in the line.

GEOLOGICAL MEETING
IN NEW HAVEN
,

READ-INGS IN UNION
To be Given Weekly.

Several Students Attended.
Professor Shepard has arranged a
series of readings to be given in the
Union every Thursday night. He will
have the help of other members of
the faculty. The first reading, which
was "Tristan and Iseult", was given
last night.

The annual meeting of the A!?sociation of New England Geologists was
held in New Haven on Friday and
Saturday, October 8 and 9.
Dean
252 .Pearl Street at Ann
Troxell attended and was accompanied
by H. W. Gale and W. H. Deacon, adHartford
vanced students in Geology. . A large
number of scientists were at the meeting and it was considered a great
DR. NAYLOR IN FRANCE.
success.
(Continued from page 2, column 4.)
Professor Longwell of Yale and
Professor li'oye of Wesleyan pointed one small hamlet, but get a fairly
The lineup was:
out mai-ty new geological features, adequate idea of different parts of
that fascinating country. That is, he
Trinity
N. Y. Aggies which are of much importance.
could do it unless he were a bookEberle
LE
Douglas
worm or especially attached to a very
Hallstrom
LT
Sherry
expensive brand of wine or chamKelleher Sporting Goods Co., Inc. Even
LG
weidner
pagne-for instance Vouwray 1921 at
118 .A!Sylum St., Hartford, Conn. iHardman
C
Dionysius
one dollar a bottle. Tourist-third
LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS.
~·s
G d
f All S t " Young
RG
Loeffler
class has opened up European travel
portmg 00 s 0
or s. O'Brien (Capt.) RT
Brantigan
5
(Continued from .page 3, column ·) to Americans who are not in the habit
.Jackson
RE
Weinstein
it is only necessary to point out the of traveling anywhere, much less
,Whitaker
QB
Gurovitz
fact that out of the seven national accustomed to migrating to a land of
Uhlig
LRB
Kreslsa
fraternities which we have here at utterly different language, customs,
Mastronarde
RHB
Stowell
this small college there are only two and laws from our own. Such AmeriBrown
FB
Van Peet
who are not traditionally the enemies cans may be divided into two classesSustitutions-Trinity: Ward for of one of the other fraternities . the .thirst-quenchers and the sensa-

Stationers

Engravers

OFFICIAL
OUTFITTERS TO
TRINITY COLLEGE
·

SLOSSBERG
Tailo:rine Parlor

The well known Trinity Tailor

Hardman, Gibson for Jackson, Burr
for Uhlig, Taute for Burr, O'Leary
High Class and Fashionable Tailoring for Ward, Hardman for Young, Platt
for Burr, Whitaker for Taute, Kelly
for Young.

NEW BOOKS

,.

"Cat's Cradle," by Maurice Baring.
Illustrated
.b y Daphne
Baring.
Doubleday, Page, 1926. $4. Mr. Baring's no-v els are not likely to attract
the attention they deserve during the
period of our present fashions in fiction. He writes in an essentially sober s.pirit with a fine feeling for
values and in a ;prose that demands
admiration in spite of its rather monotonous level of a.ccuracy and urbanity. This monotony is, perhaps, the
chief obSJta.cle between the author and
many of those readers who have yet
to make the acquaintance of his work.
There are nearly 800 pages in "Cat's
Cradle." Such generosity tends to
give a false emphasis to Mr. Baring's
monotony. The word should not be
mistaken as a synonym for dullness.
Mr. Baring is never dull. lt wrould
be better if he were, for then his best
chapters (and there are 'many) would
stand out in relief from the bulk of
the book.
As it is he moves surely and quietly
(rather in , the · fashion of Trollqpe)
through his story, seldom rises and
seldom falls. There is little to titillate a reader schooled in the arenas
of the twe~tiet~ century realist~. Yet,
' when all IS said, how much Is left
to admire. in th~s sensitively c~nstru~ted b10grap~Ical novel. 'Dhe d_Is1
cernmg read~r ~ll clut~h at the hmt
of Mr. Banng s quahty wh~n _he
·comes . upon the preface, a dedication
to Mr. Hilaire Belloc. "It is a true
story, although I invented i.t." This
preface, _l>~ _the way, is a -p iece of ~it
erary cntlcis-m as acute as any;thmg
we have recently r~ad. The tale _its~1f concerns _the life o~ an Enghsh
gil'l who _marries an Itahan nobleman
and, as It unfolds,_ we are offered a
pEaQ.orama of_ nm_eteent~ century ·
~rope, . especi~lly Its social aspect,
pamted m admira.ble colors.
"Cat's
Cradle" is exceptional in one thing at
least. _ It is a book to be pondered
and diges,ted, something wherein the
right kind of reader can fasten his int~llectual teeth.
Because it makes
httl~ or no claim upon superficial atten~aon we cannot prophesy its populanty.

Such things certainly do not help the tior{- and sight-seers. It very often
college at all and they hinder it very happens that such travelers have exmuch.
tremely little cultural background and
I have left the subject of college are bored with the whole experience,
athletics until the end because I think the tedium of waiting in line at custhat it is one of the most important toms-houses, official red tape, and
T elephone 5-3076
phases of college life today. In our other petty annoyances. They are
age we 'have seen a change as regards everlastingly making mental comparithe physical education and care of the sons of ways European and ways
health of the people, more violent American-always to the detriment of
An unusually successful meeting of than any which has taken place in all the old world. "There is nothing so
the French Club was held in Seabury history. From complete neglect of well-done as in the U. S. A."-that
&
the physical part of our bodies we is frequently on their lips as well as
6A, formerly the "-catacombs" on
have passed to the stage where physi- in their minds. They see Europe in a
865 Main Street, H artford, Conn. Mionday evening, October 18. Martin cal education and culture seem to daze of bus-trips, long and tiring
Coletta, '26, Wlho was president last be about ·to take the spotlight and train-rides, and bring back to the
year, opened the meeting with a brief surpass everything else. This change United States an utterly unfavorable
but cordial word of we1come to the has of course been greatly reflected in impression of their summer.
JOSEPH P. TROIANO
Of course tourist-third is a boon to
new members of the club. iimmedi- college athletics . In former times
(Successor to J. G. March)
ately afterwards election of officers no attention or time was given to those of th~ teaching profession who
U. S. Security Trust Co. Bldg. was held. •Casimir Leon Stanley Su- athletics in colleges but now they want to go to Europe for pleasure
783 Main St.
36 Pearl St. tula, '27, of New Britain was elected have become the dominant factor in and culture and to steep themselves
president; Robert Ruggles Bartlett, many colleges in the country. I be- in the lan~uage which they teach
'29, of Port Washington, N. Y., was lieve that athletics should be ah im- during the winter months. It was a
elected vice-president; and Martin portant part of every man's life but combination of pleasure and profesSoda Shoppe and Restaurant Mostyn, '30, was elected secretary- I don't think that whole colleges sional duty which made me decide to
should be ruled by them as some .of go across this past June. I joined
treasurer.
LUNCH
our
great universities are.
Why the ranks of the tourist-third pas•Coletta
gracefully
yielded
the
chair
Billiards and Bowling
OLDS VISITS TRINITY.
should a football coach receive more sengers, and have only praise and
50-60 Asylum Street, Hartford to the newly-elected president after money than a full professor? Why commendation for the officials of the
introducing the speaker of the evenPresident George Olds, of Amherst
ing, Professor Galpin, who spoke to should the educational departments · White Star Line, on one of whose
the club on Tours and its associations of many colleges be stinted so that vessels I made the trip over and College, was one of the guests at the
dinner which Dr. Ogilby gave in honor
the athletic departments might have back.
996 Broad Street, corner Jefferson. with Anatole France. He read some
their every wish? Instead of having
I had decided to see as much of o.f His Grace, the Lord Bishop of LonElectric Mas~age and Hair Cutting. interesting anecdotes of the late novelist's encounters with members of the friendly competitions the teams now Brittany and Touraine as possible be- don, on Wednesday evening. PresiPre-war Prices.
•
American Expeditionary Forces who seem willing to resort to almost any fore going to the capital, where I had dent Olds arrived in Hartford on
came to see him partly in hero-wor- soi;t of measure which will bring them previously spent more than a month Wednesday afternoon and left for
ship but more largely from idle cu- victory. I believe that nothing that and a half. Consequently, after land- Amherst on Thursday morning. Dura student can do is more commendable ing at Cherbourg, on the Norman ing his visit he was the guest of the
riosity. Up to this point Professor
than giving the very best that he has coast, I made my way down to the Phi Kappa Chapter of Alpha Delta
~alpin spoke_ in French, th~n, changmg to English, he spoke m a very for ]}is team and for the honor and picturesque island of Mont Saint Phi.
PRINTERS, BOOKBINDERS
amusing fashion of the curious fame of his college, but what I do Michel, so justly renowned and so
AND PAPER RULERS
"MarCih e aux Puces" (flea-market) object to is the commercialization uf magnificently described in Henry
Corner Pearl and Trumbull Streets
athletics which has crept into our Adams' book, "Mont Saint-Michel and
Hartford, Conn.
which he had visited during his stay
colleges. Colleges which are supposed Chartres." One's first impression of
in Paris.
BROADCASTING.
to be centers of culture and which are some of Europe's show-places is
Pllone 3-1266
We Sterilize Everything
(Continued from page 1, column 1.)
Excellent refreshments were served,
supposed to do all in their power to
From the Nietzsche, or are third-rate and never
thanks to the skill of the chefs, Bart- advance knowledge and learning frankly disappointing.
instant one sets eyes on the abbey would have been heard of had it not
lett, '29, Lewis, '30, and Dr. Naylor.
spend much more money on the con- rising to a spire-like point, and lookOld Hartford Fire Building
The club also appreciated the efforts
been for the war, Prof•e ssor SpauldCorner Pearl and Trumbull Streets , of Coletta, Raffa, '30, •a nd Thorburn, struction of huge stadiums than they ing off on the horizon like a veritable ing continued. The 'b est of German
do on any other single activity. The creation of fairyland, there is no
J. :r.JcGee
W. A. Healey
A. Jefferson '27, who had tastefully decorated the
literature contains a simvlicity, sinF
__
re_d_G_a_u..;.~_ie_r_ _ _1_·F_1_0 _0 d_ _ _ _a_w_a_rr_e_n "catacombs" and rendered the- room tendency is to do everything possible sense of being in the least disap- cerity, idealism, faith, tolerance and
to advance the athletic reputation of
COLLEGE STATIONERY
quite ho~elike with an o.pen fire and the colleges and to minimize the im- pointed. On the contrary, the traveler indomitable courage, Wlhich American
feels like speeding up the jogging
soft lights.
portance of scholastic work. I think little stream tramcar which is carry- practicality sorely needs, he shid. The
German' peopl~ today: according to
A seance of the French Club is too that it is wrong to pay good
ing him out across the artificial Profess.or Spaulding's observations
253 Asylum Street
never complete without some charades
athletes to come to college, who after
Near Ann Street
organized by Martin Coletta. At -this they get there are not capable '()f causeway to the entrance of this in the country. last summer, •a re ap.
We carry a Full Line of College meeting the audience was particularly doing college work but who are pushed marvel.
plying these qualities with intenely
(To be Concluded.)
practical mind to their pro.b lems and
Supplies
fortunate in having ·a s his collaJbora- along and passed in their subjects.
are building a new house.
tors President Ogilby, Professor Gal- "People of that sort have no right to
The Professional Building
pin, and Professor Naylor, who be in college. The whole situation
In some places, however, they have ,
brought down the house with a skill- has grown out of the fact that the the college spirit without colleg-e, "I didn't
rafse my ante to be
fully acted word of two syllables, college authorities have been weak in spirits.
59 High Street
1 called."
"pedant", in which D~. Ogilby dis- permitting the situation to become so
Branch Shopplayed great skill in extvacting teeth serious, and that the students have
Central Barber Shop
'•
of enormous size from the swollen been and are weak in attaching so
Hartford-Connecticut Trust Bldg. jaw of the head of the department much unmerited importance to this
• t
of Romance languag.e s, and Dr. Nay- single phase of college life. Fortun~
J . Gonlet
· J. Moriarty,
Life
Insurance-john
Hancock
lor shOIWed histrionic ability as a bar- ately conditions such as I have reJ. Marzano
tenper.
ferred to are not prevalent here and
john Hancock -Life Insurance
Announcement was m-ade that try- I hope that they never will be.
outs will be held on Monday, October
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